ABSTRACT

Board layout and stencil information for most Texas Instruments (TI) Extra Small Outline No-Lead (X2SON) devices is provided in their data sheets. This document helps printed-circuit board (PCB) designers understand and better use this information for optimal designs.

Using the X2SON packages allows users to condense PCB layouts and implement a design using minimal space due to the X2SON small package dimensions. When working with this space saving package, understanding some key PCB manufacturing and assembly limitations can reduce the complexity of a final product. This application report will discuss some of the limitations when manufacturing and assembling a PCB containing the X2SON package. There are three primary factors that affect manufacturing of printed circuit boards (PCBs) with regard to package size and pitch. These are: PCB manufacturing, solder application, and component placement.
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1 Introduction

Board layout and stencil information for most Texas Instruments (TI) Extra Small Outline No-Lead (X2SON) devices is provided in their data sheets. This document helps printed-circuit board (PCB) designers understand and better use this information for optimal designs.

Using the X2SON packages allows users to condense PCB layouts and implement a design using minimal space due to the X2SON small package dimensions. When working with this space saving package, understanding some key PCB manufacturing and assembly limitations can reduce the complexity of a final product. This application report will discuss some of the limitations when manufacturing and assembling a PCB containing the X2SON package. There are three primary factors that affect manufacturing of printed circuit boards (PCBs) with regard to package size and pitch. These are: PCB manufacturing, solder application, and component placement.

2 PCB Manufacturing

PCBs must be designed to meet the manufacturing specifications of the PCB manufacturer. PCB manufacturability is dependent on the required clearance specifications. Tighter clearance specifications lead to an increase in complexity, limiting the number of capable manufacturers.

Most established PCB manufacturers can produce copper layers with spacing and traces as fine as 0.1 mm (~4 mil) and drill holes down to 0.1 mm (~4 mil). The basic PCB footprint for the X2SON line of packages only requires spacing of 0.208 mm (8.2 mil) – which is well within manufacturing limits.

The primary concern for manufacturing with these packages comes from the method used to connect to the center pin(s). The PCB’s manufacturability will be affected by four main clearance specifications: trace-to-trace clearance, trace width, drill diameter, and annular ring diameter. Figure 3 gives a visual representation of each specification.
Figure 4 displays the first option access the center pin. This option is to route a trace on the same layer as the X2SON-5 (DPW) package between two pins. This will introduce trace-to-trace clearance and trace width limitations. The maximum space between the corner pads is 0.26 mm (10.2 mil) and assuming that the minimum trace width allowed to be manufactured without increasing complexity is 0.1 mm (~4 mil), the trace-to-trace minimum spacing is 0.08 mm (3.15 mil). A trace-to-trace clearance requirement of less than 0.1 mm (~4 mil) will increase the complexity to manufacture may not be possible to manufacture at some PCB fabrication houses. Major PCB manufacturers can achieve detail accuracy of 0.05 mm (~2 mil) as of this writing.

Figure 5 displays a second option to route a trace to the center pin. This option routes a trace on a separate signal layer from the X2SON-5 (DPW) package pads and uses a via to connect to the center pin. By routing the trace on the bottom layer, tight trace-to-trace and trace width clearance is avoided on the top layer. This layout method will introduce additional limitations related to the drill size and annular ring. The drill diameter must be kept greater than 0.1 mm (~4 mil) to avoid an increase in complexity and possible manufacturing issues. Additionally, the via diameter must be less than 0.35 mm (13.78 mil) so that the via is smaller than the center pin. This requires a minimum annular ring specification of 0.125 mm (~5 mil). This option provides the most efficient solution as an annular ring specification of 0.125 mm is easily accomplished by most PCB fabrication houses.

Drill size limitations must be considered when a via is placed in the center pad. Use a 0.1 mm (~4 mil) diameter or smaller drill to place vias directly in the center pads. Figure 7 shows a 0.1 mm via to scale in the center pad. Note that a slightly larger solder aperture in the solder stencil is recommended if this approach is used, since some solder will wick into the via. Even if solder is placed slightly outside the pad, it will be drawn to the pad as long as it does not contact any other pads or solder.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show layout examples with the appropriate devices overlaid upon them. Note that the solder mask openings are larger than the exterior pads, which allows for visual solder inspection of those pads. Additionally, the solder pad metal extends underneath the solder mask specifically to add physical strength to the pads. The exact measurements are provided in the mechanical drawing sections of each device’s datasheet.
Figure 6. X2SON-5 (DPW) Package PCB Complete Footprint Example with Bypass Capacitor Shown

Figure 7. X2SON-6 (DTB) Package PCB Footprint Example Without Bypass Capacitor Shown
3 Solder Paste Application

Solder paste application is the most concerning area for very small parts due to the number of issues involved. The correct amount of solder needs to be placed on the pads. The amount of solder is affected by stencil thickness, solder type, and aperture size and shape. This becomes more difficult for packages with pitch smaller than 0.4 mm (15.7 mil). TI’s X2SON packages maintain 0.4 mm (15.7 mil) pitch while reducing overall package size, which allows for more error in the assembly process without a significant impact to production yield.

TI recommends using a 0.1 mm (~4 mil) thick solder stencil with apertures sized to between 92% and 100% of the pad size for proper solder deposition. This should be increased by 10% when a via-in-pad approach is used. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the solder paste recommendations for TI’s X2SON-5 (DPW) and X2SON-6 (DTB) packages, respectively.

Solder stencil aperture size is linked to solder paste selection. There are two primary types of solder paste used for SMT soldering today: Type III and Type IV. Type III solder paste has become the standard today, and Type IV solder paste is used when more consistent and finer particles are required. Type III solder paste contains particles with diameters of 25-45 µm (0.98-1.77 mil), and Type IV solder contains particles with diameters of 20-38 µm (0.79-1.50 mil). A typical rule of thumb is that aperture width should be at least 5 times the solder ball size. Given the 0.24 mm (9.45 mil) aperture shown in Figure 8, solder ball diameter must be less than 0.048 mm (1.89 mil), which means that Type III paste can be used.

Figure 8. X2SON-5 (DPW) Package Solder Stencil Example

Figure 9. X2SON-6 (DTB) Package Solder Stencil Example
Component Placement

Component placement by pick and place machines is typically very accurate, on the order of ±30 µm accuracy. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show a one third pad placement error for the X2SON packages. In order to seat the part properly, an accuracy of ±83 µm (3.28 mil) or better is required for the X2SON-5 package, and ±72 µm (2.94 mil) for the X2SON-6 package. This enables all pins to make good contact with the solder paste and prevents them from being more than one third off of alignment with their pads. Surface tension from the melted solder will align the part during the soldering process. Since many pick and place machines have better than the required accuracy values, this issue should not be a concern for major PCB assembly companies.

Figure 10. X2SON-5 (DPW) Package Maximum Offset

Figure 11. X2SON-6 (DTB) Package Maximum Offset
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